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PREFACE
yais short treatise on prices and their

relation to wages is written with a strong
desire to view the subject from a practical
standpoint.

Most economists are claiming that present
high prices are due, or chiefly due, to the in-
creased production of gold. This theory the
writer shows, at least to his own satisfaction,
to be an absolute absurdity.
While it has been necessary to introduce

into the book a certain amount of theory, it
has been the writer's object to reduce it to a
minimum.

If any good should come of this small work,
the writer's principal desire is that it should
benefit the working man. It is believed tnat
rich and poor are, for the most part, united
in this desire;—the only question they ask is:
how can it be accomplished?

Walter Russell Morson
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HIGH PRICES

A LONG continuance of high price, for foodand material, of all kind. 8ugge.t. thatone mu.t look beyond the limit, of conte"
tional economic, to find the cau.e.
Economi.t., profe..ional and amateur, have

exploited many theorie.. among which wehave noticed the following:—
I. Increased production of gold.

Monopolic. and combines.
Exce..ive middlemen', profits.
Wasteful consumption.
Protection.

Heavy armament, of the nation.,
btock and land speculation.
Stock watering.

f.rmer.^riu1e'°°'~^''°""'^'^'»*°-''>'

10. High co.t of transportation.

citfe.'.
^""^ °^ ""'"' """^'^ P'""' in

farm to'^C' °' '"P"^^^'^" ^° "-^ ^~™

While all of these and many other causes

c^« nn"'"
"'.' '° '^"'^ '^''''' *° the actual

cost of living. It cannot be successfully arguedthat they have contributed to the recent

2.

3.

4-

S-

6.

7.

8.

9-
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advance in cost, since all of these conditions
have existed for generations, some increasing
and others diminishing in their indicated ten-
dency. Their average net result would be so
minute as to be considered almost theoretical.
We venture the suggestion that the funda-
mental reason underlying the unprecedented
conditions prevailing for the past twelve
years will be found in a new condition which
has appeared on the economic horizon, and
one which will not set until the human effort
that raised it fails or is re-directed. Prices
are, we believe, established almost entirely
by the price of labor, which until recent years
was subject to the law of supply and demand,
but labor unions have grown in power suffi-
ciently to be able to set aside this law, and
they now arbitrarily and successfully fix the
rates of wages and thus fix a new value on
the dollar. This effect is purely incidental,
for it cannot be a part of the intentions of
labor unions to lower the value of the dollar,
since it is from their members that the great-
est cry against high prices comes; and it seems
not only a startling announcement, but an
ironical fatality, that those who make the con-
ditions are injured by them. Our object
is to study the causes contributing to this
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undesirable result and to suggest mean, ofremedy or at least of modification.
If anyone can elucidate clearly the rela-

tionship between employer and employed in
such a way as will lead to a mutual under-
standing and a recognition of the harmony
of interests, he will indeed have conferred an
everlasting benefit on humanity.one for which
both capital and labor have striven for a long
time. It ,8 not doubted that all society, or at
east the thoughtful portion of it, whether in
the ranks of capital or labor, has striven tohnd and would welcome any discovery that
would lead to the better condition of theworking people.

There have been many suggestions oflfered
from time to time to remedy or control some
ot the conditions above mentioned. Many
of them are capable of control. «ome im-
possible to control and others •

.ould be
inadvisable to control.

We shall further on apply analyses to these
various causes, and leave the reader to draw
his own conclusions. We shall first of all dea'
with the theme which is our main contention.'
namely, that wages make prices.
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Basis or Cost
The nstursl b«.i. of cost to the con.uiner

coniiiu of the cost of labor, res^onsble in-

^l "S^" T"*y "•**' •"<• • "••onsble
profit. This bans is a permanent one and
cannot by any lasting cause be interfered
with. There are unnatural bates of cost, such
ss monopoly, patents, secret piocessetor some
other advantage that a seller or proprietormay enjoy, such as is apparent in the Cana-
dian price situation at present. There are
more people immigrating to Canada than can
be given proper housing accommodations,
therefore the landlord and speculator have
been able to ng up the prices and rents to an
unnatural bails, one out of keeping even with
wages which are unusually high. These un-

- natural baies of cost are absolutely ceruin of
adjustment soo.er or later to the natural
basis—wages. A workman should pay a cer-
tain percentage of his wages for rent. Any-
thing paid in excess represenu fictitious value

Patents are only a temporary advantage,
for they expire, secreu are found out; and
monopolies must sooner or later bend to the
law of supply and demand", for if their

business is found to yield disproportionate
profits It will induce other capiulists to start
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<™l« to aploit them. It™ - w „ i

«'»«t equal to the price at which coal
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from t.ie nearest mine can be bought, an^
while hii profits may be out of proportion to
his c jb. of labor, it must remain in proportion
to the cost of labor of mining and hauling
from the other mine. By reason of the great
weight of the product, in proportion to its
price, the freight rates are great enough to
give an advantage in competition almost
equivalent to that of a patent, and while
there are other special conditions which some-
times operate to render ineffective the com-
mon laws which ordinarily regulate competi-
tion, they are not sufficiently frequent or im-
."ortant to take into more than passing
account, and they do not materially affect
the fundamental principles which we are
taking as a basis for the conclusions to be
reached.

Middlemen's Profits
Is it not a fact that most people are trying

to buy everything as cheap as possible? And
If the consumeis found it possible or conven-
ient to pass the middlemen, and buy direct
from the producer, would they not do so?
And would not the producers gladly reap the
extra profit in selling to consumers if they
found it possible to do so? There is no law to
keep the farmer out of the city and none to
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keep the town.m.n out of the country. One

Tt 1 Sr""' ''! °'''" '^ '' ^'^ fc"ndtn«t a benefit iccrued to either. Produe-r..nd con.umer. h.ve been trying u, cu".

tutV;ndru^:r^;j:3/""'-
•tillexi«f«!. !,.. u • ," ^"^ middleman

fulrrt^a r.'be'Ie'ifr^ " """"^
Wift. .1! .

"*"' *° '^«= communityWith the exten.ion of electric railways clephone, and parcel po.t .y.tem. and i.'.ib vhe u,e of automobile., the tendency*^ befor the farmer more and more to reach theconsumer d rect anH !,-, •
"*

tend .s that the present operations of the

to more open competition than they are Webeheve that improved methods on the /pan
""eased tK '""'^T''

*° ''P*=^'»«^«' '>-eTcreased thc.r profits, and that their tendencvhas been towards lowering rather .h«„-"^
the cost of living

^ **""" """"«
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Effect of Population Moving from Fami
TO Cmr

In order to eatimate the effect of thU ten-
dency upon price* of farm products one must
compare the increate of total population '.rith

the increase of products, measured not in
money but in quantity.

Taking the conditions in the United States
as a basis we find that the population in-
creased 2syi% from 1898 to 1910.

In the same years the production of oats,
com, wheat, rye, barley and buckwheat in-
crea»ed from 34a3.4»i.7i4 bushel* 104,286,-
032,000 bushels or 25%, while the receipu of
cattle, calves, hogs and sheep at the principal
centers increased from 37,766,000 head to
51,850,000 head or 37^%.

If these products can be taken as indicating
the general trend of all products, which seems
a very fair assumption, the figures entirely
explode the theory that the increase of urban
population at the expense of the farm ac-
counts for the increase in the prices of farm
products. It is true chat during the twelve
years under consideration the population
changed from 40% urban and 60% rural to
46% urban and 54% rural.
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Wage. Make Land Values

P«y more, they do pay 1- Tt .•.««» Ti^' l
"

ncii„.tio„ ,oUdX thV; h::;t; the'.rmer.'. .hopkeeper.' .„d l.rS' .bilhv

pncet of .upplie, and rent, advancing i^proportion to wages.
«avancing m

wL^ai ^ "°""'''' '^'' '" """ntrie. wherewage, are Inw, rent, are correspondingly ToT

""t.. K ,n.tance, ,n England, rent, and
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land values are lower than in the United State*,

although in England there are 34,000,000
people r only 50,917 square milei of land
(or 666 ^nont per square mile); whereat in

the United Staiei there are 92,000,000 people
on 3,036,789 quare mile*, (or 30 penont per
square mile). H one compares rents of a house
of a given size and stability and equal con-
venience in or about, say, Manchester and
Boston, it will be found that .-nts in Man-
chester are about half what they are in Bos-
ton. An office in thr .siness section of

Toronto, Canada, ren. for abuat $35.00
per month; the same s ed office in a cor-

responding disti ct in Leeus, England, rents

for about £3 10*., or $13.00. Toronto
and Ler'^s are cities of about the same size.

Leeds Sv'^s to the markets of the world;

Toronto for the most part sells to Canada
only. Were the price of labor not the factor,

the rents would be higher in Leeds than in

Toronto. In Belgium or Hungary prices and
rents .re e\en less, although Belgium is as
densely populated a* England. Indeed, if

rents were established by the law of •supply

and demand, independent of the unit estab-

lished by labor, English and Belgian rents

would be th'^ highest in the world, whereas,
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thoM of Belgium are -mong the lownt ofcml„ed countrie.. Th.-e .re mo.t Importantdtu for government! and trade unions to

•hould be compiled by commiwioni appoint-
ed to Inveiiigate the subject. Thi. question
constitutes one of the chief facts upon which
must rest a conclusion as to the cause of
prices, and the figures are therefore worth
tabulating m a most careful and accurate

7r ^^ ."'''"* "=«"•* »° l*"" importance
of trade and population in different cities in
different countries, and by selecting the
districts m those ities with reasonable jud.-
ment, a ve.y ,afe basis could be established
tor comparison.

Value or Watek and Air
Ut us consider wages in relation to two of

the most valuable things we possess-water
•nd air. These have, except in isolated cases,
no money value, yet no one can question
their usefulness. Why is it that they have
generally no money value? Because they are
supplied in abundance and it requires no labor
to produce them. However, when water has
to be pumped or carried, it sell* for the price
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of the labor expended in the proces.. plus .reasonable profit for the enterprise; and iffresh air were delivered in the back recesse.

to Its delivery there and for similar reasons.

Labor Unions and Prices Grow Together

DrevaHeVT'*^""!
^''' '^" ^'«^ P"«» J'^ve

prevailed for twelve years past, and thatduring that time labor unions have g^wnm strength and importance in a ratio thatwould appear to be proportionate to the ad-vance ,n prices. In ,907, when there was a
financial crash, the labor unions advised
their men to hold to their standard of wages
which, for the most part, they did and, a? a'
consequence, the effects of the "crash" weresoon over, and trade and prices began once

the crash appear more or less superficial
which, under the circumstances, no doubt" twas, whereas, had they taken lower waeesthey would thereby have altered the vaTue of

rrptr ^"'^^"''^'"' -•''•"« °--^''

strength, as they seem to do at present, they
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arc able to act aside what are regarded as
natural laws as well as the judgment of the
money lenders, and it is doubtful if they will
not continue to do so, so long as they recog-
nize some limit to their powers. The term
"powers" is used with some reserve, for while
the unions may have the "power" to regulate
the rate of wages, the value of money and the
physical conditions under which their mem-
bers shall work, we contend that they have
no power to better the condition of their
members by raising wages, but rather by
lowermg them. If workmen's wages establish
prices, other workmen have to buy ana rent
at these prices, and our contention is that
high wages are a great benefit to employers and
landowners, and that the benefits are confined
to them, whereas the working people are losers
as also are certain other classes of society.

Increased Wages Mean Increased Prof-
its TO THE Employer

Take as an example a boot factory em-
ploymg ICO hands at $2.00 per day and mak-
mg 100 pairs of boots. For the sake of clear-
ness, let us take into account only the
labor invested by the hands in the factory,
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eliminating the labor expended to produce
what constitutes the raw material of this
factory.

100 hands will produce $200.00 per day
Add to this, 10% for owners' profit, or $20.00.
1 his brings the product to $220.00 per day.
(So as not to complicate the case we shall save
out of account wholesiiers' and retailers' prof-
its.) This value of $220.00 rep sents the price
atwhich other workmen will b. able to buythe
shoes, namely, $2.20 per pair, or $220.00 for
the day s output. Then, say the workmen in
this factory obtain an increase of wages and
are paid $2.50 a day. The product will then
cost $250.00. Add to this, 10% for owners'
profit, or $25.00, which makes the product
$275.00. This representing what workmen will
have to pay for the shoes, it is quite apparent
that one set of workmen have obtained $20.00
more for the shoes which they produced by
their labor, and that another set of workmen
have paid $25.00 more for the -hoes; the dif-
ference being $5.00, which went into the
pocket of the owner of the factory, and yet
he did business in both cases for 10% profit
In a general advance of wages and prices this
example would be repeated in every line of
trade and to all classes of working people
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The fact that this example is not complicated
by figures representing the cost of material,
office expenses, insurance, taxes, selling ex-
penses and middlemen's profits, in no way
diminishes the efficacy of the figures showing
the net result to employer and employed, but
on the contrary, were they included, they
would increase and emphasize the same ten-
dency. Another point that would make this
result greater in actual practice is that higher
wages and prices bring higher money rates,
and while the manufacturer might be content
with 10% under th ; lower scale of wages he
would expect 12% return under the higher
scale.

m\
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Wage and Price Statistics
The following statistics compiled by the

Department of Commerce and Labor, at
Washmgton, show that the prices of food-
stuffs move up or down in the same degree as
wages. 6 »^ «•»

1890 101.0
1891 100.8
1892 101.3
1893 101.2
1804 97.7
1805 98.4
1800 90.5
1807 90.2
1808 00.9
1800 101.2
1900 104.1
1901 105.9
1902 109.2
1903 112.3
1904 112.2
1906 114.0
1906 118.5
1907 122.4

102.4
103.8
101.9
104.4
90.7
97.8
95.5
06.3
08.7
00.5
101.1
105.2
110.0
110.3
111.7
112.4
115.7
120.6

98.6
97.1
99.4
96.9
98.0
100.6
104.2
103.0
101.2
101.7
103.0
100.7
98.5
101.8
100.4
101.4
102.4
101.5

It will be observed that the figures in the
first and second columns move so closely to-
gether that practically there is no alteration
in the workman's purchasing power, whether
his Hilary is lower or higher, so far as food-
stuffs are concerned, and if it could be shown
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that manufactured goods and real estate
moved in the same ratio as foodstuffs, then
it would be absolutely proven that the work-
man gets no advantage by high wages. From
1890 to 1907, wages have gone up 2il%,
while foods have gone up i8i%. It is clear
that rents and property values have gone up
enormously, while manufactured goods have
gone up probably as much as provisions. If
rent and everything were included we feel
sure that the workman's position would be
found to have retrograded in the general
advance.

The third column shows the percentage of
a given quantity of foods purchasable by a
workman's weekly wage. If one allows the
ordinary fluctuations likely to occur on ac-
count of locality or time in the gathering of
these statistics one can estimate them at
practically 100%, for they only vary a point
or two one way or the other, although wages
have advanced 2il% in 17 years—to 1907.
We believe these examples are an absolute

proof of the truth of our contention that
wages make prices, and we believe that if the
statistics were complete they would show that
the average cost of a workman's necessities
moved slightly higher than his wages after an
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m^nt o^
^•'^"""°"' '° '""bli'h a better-ment of conditions.

"^ncr

CoxDrnoNs Making kor BErrERMENx or
Loss

prove the economic position of the workman

worse result than higher waues in tk.» •

nr»,'V ^t'
°'"V "^'•-' ^*^" '"any extra money to offset the loss If tK«

::;:fnrthaT ' ^'rr ^""^
^ "« »>-

benefi^^l""
'°.''' "'"^'^ ^^at would bebenefical or otherwise to the work people atarge, one must regard them as one Wam. y and for sake of illustration it?s bmSto think of one large family of, say twenty

resTr'th"
'"

m'"'
-tirely cut'offwierest of the world and thrown entirely on it!own resources If thU f,«,-i .

better it. •
""'y "'^'•^ striving tobetter its economic condition, would not its
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members try to get all the labor-saving de-
'•ces f id the fastest and most efficient auto-
matic machinery for producing the neces-
saries for themselves, and would they not
organize themselves so that there would be aminimum of interference in the movements of
one with the other? Would they not have
everything arranged in the most systematic
way? They would be producing things for
themselves, and the better goods they made
and the faster they produced them the better
would be their economic condition. Would
they not have a rule that each should work
as ong hours as would be consistent with
health? Would they not be careful that their
common possessions were not destroyed by
hre or explosions or otherwise? So the labor
unions should view their family. They are in
the same position, only on a large scale and,
therefore, instead of fighting the introduction
of automatic and fast-moving machinery,
they should, in their own interest, encourage
it. All economic gain is gain to the workman.
All economic loss is loss to the workman. All
wastefulness is at their expense. Fir-s de-
structive explosions, strikes, wars, are all at
their expense; they may not immediately
bear the entire burden, but they must
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ultimately bear the lou. Some capitaliitt may
be hurt, or even ruined, by then cata«tro-
phiet, but the capitalina ai a family are not
injured by them; on the contrary, they
charge them in premiums of one kind or
another to the tenants and toilers, and to
change this position would be as difficult as
to roll the sea back upon herself.

It must always be borne in mind that
capital expects a certain net return, and that
whatever adjustments are required to make
an investment yield the desired rate are
effected; and while the net return on capital
may be temporarily reduced it is sure to be
adjusted later on. For instance, if a great
fire occurs, wiping out millions of dollars'
worth of property, the loss immediately falls
upon msurance companies; but shortly after-
wards the heads of the companies get toget»-r
and arrange a higher rate of premiums, and
thus they turn their apparent loss into a loan;
and the amount of the loan comes back to
them within a period of, t one or two yearsm the form of increased premiums. Where
these premiums apply to places of business
they are added to the cost of goods; and
where they apply to buildings they are added
to the rents. Railroad accidents are figured
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in the freight and pauenger rttet. Liability
to loii by ttrikei ii figured in the coat of the
gooda. Thui the loaa from all thete unfortu-
nate occurrencei is collected from the pur-
chaaera of good* and the people who rent
houies—it it the wage-earner who paya all.

And is it not a sad reflection that for centuries
the toilers have looked upon every economic
saving in production as a loss to them, f nd
every property-destroying cataatrophe as a
blessing in disguise? Is it not an equally
pitiable picture to see the masses struggling
for higher wages, and as they rise, the pricet
of commodities which they must purchase
rise slightly higher? Just as well try to invent
perpetual motion as to attempt to better the
condition of the working classes by increasing
their wages. Indeed, they are very much the
same class of proposition; for in one case it

is hoped to get more out of a pay sheet, with-
out any additional investment of labor, by
changing its nominal value; and in the other
case it is trying to create a force, without any
investment of energy, by balancing mechanical
devices.

There is no doubt that the economic po-
sition of work people has been improved
within the last fifty years, and they are apt
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to attribute the improvement to ttrilcei and
organized effort. If the betterment came from
theie effort! above mentioned it would be
clear that the employer haa been made to
give up part of hit profiti to the work people.
This ii certainly not the cate, for never were
employeri belter off than today. Almoat, if

not all the economic betten;ient of condition!
for the working people, at weJ? ai employe™,
hat come from improved methods of produc>
tion, transportation and general commercial
and domestic facilities.

As regards the so<alled advance in "cost
of living" that has occurred since 1900, the
cause of which the world in general is seeking,
it seems quite clear that there has been little
or no real advance in cost, but merely "an
advance in the level of cost and earnings."
Workmen have suffered a slight disadvantage,
people on fixed incomes have suffered a very
serious disadvantage, and employers have
gained considerable advantage; the average
for all three classes remaining approximately
in statu quo.

Therefore, speaking for society in general,
we would say that the level of cost is estab-
lished by wages, and that the average result
as regards all society has been aominal.
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There are, however, many cauies which

affect the actual coat of living, luch as:

Stock watering and speculation.

Comeri and combinei.

Exceiiive profiti.

Wasteful coniumption and extravagance.
National armamentt.
Strikes, lockouts and idleness.

Fires, explosions and all destructions.

Slow and inferior methods of production.
As pointed out before, these intrinsic causes

cannot account for any material part of the
price changes that have been effected from
1900 to 1913. They have been at work in

different directions—for instance, fast and
automatic machinery has tended considerably
towards reduction, as have also trade and
industrial combines in many cases, but these
have been offset by strikes and speculation,
principally, and other causes to a less extent,
and while these alone may have left the net
result unaffected, the great change in price
(over 50%) has been effected almost entirely .

by wages.

Position of Capital
The position of capital can also be best

studied and understood by finding its counter-
part on a small scale.
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A capitalitt with a modest fortune, if he
manage hit affaire witely, will keep an account
of hit capital separate from his revenue. He
will invest his capital moneys only in things
that he considers permanent assets, and will
•ee to it that all running expenses of every
description are paid for entirely out of his
revenue, thus leaving his capital assets to re-
main intact, in order that he and his sue-
cessore may always have something from
which a revenue may be produced. And he
will from time to time add to his capital from
revenue moneys, in order to provide for pos-
sible and unforeseen losses in capital account.
The economic body of the nation is run ex-

actly on the b.me plan. There is a capital
account and a revenue account. The capital
consists of assets in the possession of the peo-
ple, including savings, small and large, de-
posited in banks and other institutions; and
the revenue consists of the salaries and wages
of those who work.

It is just as necessary for the economic well-
being of the nation, including the work people,
that these two accounts, capital and revenue,
should be run separately, and that expenses
should be met out of revenue, and capital
kept unimpaired, as it is necessary for the
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individual capiuliit to do to. And. ai we lee
it, the plan it itrictly adhered to by all prot-
perout nationi, after the manner herein pre-
viously deacribed. Capital providet all man-
ufacturing planti, warehoutci, railroadi and
all public utilitici—in a word, all organized
machinery of man aiming at a itate of livili-

zation. If capital were to be d' royed or
diaaipated, civilised organization would dis-
appear in proportion, and work people would
be driven back to the hardihipt experienced
by their forefathers in their primitive methods
of making a livelihood.

The German Government has recently forced
all capitalists to contribute a vast sum (one
billion in4i-ks,or two hundred and fifty million
dollars) from their capital accounts to meet an
extraordinary war expenditure. This may not
be sufficient in itself to have much effect on the
financesofawealthynation, but were this prin-
ciple continued and extended far enough, it

would certainly drive the German Nation into
the position of Turkey or one of the poorer Bal-
kan States, whose people are proverbially
poor and suffer hardships and inconveniences
that present-day German ^ know nothing of,
and it would reduce Gern.any's forest of tall

chimneys to the level of hay and corn.
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The people's chief security rests in the
security of capital.

Capital without the employment of labor
would yield no revenue, and in this way their
interests are inseparably bound together.

Interests are Mutijal

It is equally vital in the interests of the
country and humanity at large that the in-
terest of labor unionism should be preserved;
for while we are contending that they have'
been working under a misconception in some
respects as to how best to promote their own
interests, the same charge could be laid
against capital, whereas capital should sup-
port the labor unions by friendly counsel and
money, and help them to arrive more closely
at a correct conception of what their interests
really are. Not by bullying, but by statistics
laying bare the facts from both sides of the
case, and by consistent organized friendly in-
tercourse. Labor unions certainly have a noble
aim in view, and though they may have
missed the mark in some directions they have
accomplished a great deal of good, and it is

to be hoped that their organization will grow
stronger from year to year, and that by a
scientific study of economics they will evolve
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a plan whereby their members will derive the
.reatest benefit to themselves for the labor
-ney invest. We believe this will be accom-
plished only when their economics are studied
on a broad plan, embracing all working people,
and considering them as one family. The work
people and capital are partners in industry.
One certainly can not get along without the
other, and we believe this partnership would
become harmonious if only both thoroughly
understood their own position and what effect
the other's interests had on theirs. This is
not likely to be understood until both labor
and capital are fully organized on a national
scale, including in each organization all
branches of investment and work.

After all, capital is merely a credit or a
property representing accumulated labor, and
those who possess it should look upon it

'

more as a trust, and use it in such a way as to
benefit the interests of the working people.
They and the farmers are the real producers,
for It is manifest that those who work must
alone produce the sustenance for all consumers.
Money invested gives employment, but

money spent in unproductive ways, such as
vulgar display and a surfeit of luxury, is just
as much a burden on the worker and adds
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just as much to the actual cost of living as war
armaments, and while the latter is often nec-
essary the former has no justification.

Effect of Price Changes on Different
Classes

Since price values are established by wages,
and as one of the great objects of labor unions
is to regulate wages, it becomes an interesting
study to examine the effects of higher and
lower prices on all classes of society, and to
estimate the value of the power which the
unions exercise, and which some day, with
a broader organization, they may wield with
unerring precision.

The present incomplete organization of
labor unions results only in one class of work
people waging war on another or all other
classes of work people; when, for instance,
plumbers alone obtain increased wages, they
derive the full benefit of the same, and all

other classes who employ plumbers pay for
this benefit; but when all other classes of
work people demand and obtain corresponding
increases, the plumbers' former benefit is

nullified. In this way war is carried on be-
tween the different producers, and as stated
herebefore it accomplishes nothing for the
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work people but altera the value of the dollar
and the pound. In this readjument some
people are injured and some are benefited.
Indeed, benefit is bestowed on most people
except those who have struggled for it.

In studying the cfTccts of higher price
standards on various classes of the community,
let us in each case assume an increase of 50%
wage and price standard.

The Land Owner
The land owner is one of the most impor-

tant considerations in all value readjustments.
A block of land wc.th $io,ooo at the lower
eve becomes worth $15,000 on the higher
level, and if this be converted into cash the
owner is a gainer by J{s,ooo.

Loan Companies
The effect on loan companies would be

to increase their security on old mortgages
while inflation lasted, but mortgages taken
at the high level would suffer from the shrink-
age in security, and in many cases default
would result.

Banks
Banks are among those which benefit

most by inflated values, and provided they

I
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are watchful of their security against loans
made at high level, their profits are not so apt
to slip away from them on the recoil of values
as is the case with those engaged in business
and other financial pursuits, for the reason
that all careful bankers keep a safe margin
between the amount of their loans and the
assets looked to for security, and these assets
are generally of a liquid or salable nature.
Besides this, loans are made only for com-
paratively short dates.

Not only does the business of banks increase
S0% under a 50% higher price and wage level,
but this higher price level invariably brings
with it a higher rate of interest, therefore a
bank may increase its profits by half, through
the increase of volume alone, and if interest
rates go from 5% to 7>^% they reap another
Sc% profit; i. e., 50% of the already increased
amount. For instance, a bank whos»- assets are
»SO,ooo,ooo, which it loans at 5%, will have
gross profits of $2,500,000; whereas, when the
assets grow to $75,000,000 and are loaned at
7}^% they will yield $5,625,000; thus while
the volume of business has grown only 50%
the profits have grown 125%. This is the
theory of it, and one has only to examine
bank statements for ten years past to see how
these theories have worked in practice.
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It would seem that the banks arc more in-
terested in having a permanent high level
than any other class of institution or any
corporation or any individual, unless it be
those who sell out at the high level, and wait
cash m hand, for a low level.

Merchants and Manufacturers
The merchant and manufacturer view with

favor that period during which values are
nsmg to a higher level, for not only do ad-
vancmg prices lead to increased business
through mtrinsic causes, but business is forced
still higher by reason of the general confidence
pervading the buying public. The volume of
business is increased and the percentage of
profits is also increased, but these profits re-mam permanently only with such firms as
are able to see the dangers of inflation, and
reef their sails accordingly.

The writer has heard good business men
say that "good times" are so only in name
and that they preferred trading in quieter
times. We do not take these remarks too
seriously, however, for they are made when
harassed by slow or impossible deliveries (of
goods), rapidly fluctuating prices and labor
troubles. These are one side of the question
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but, taken on the whole, it ii thought that a
wise buiineu firm can do better on riting
market* than on steady ones.

Famibrs
Farmers are gainers all around at high

prices; apart from their opportunities in the
Jand situation previously described, they get
SO% more for their produce, and while they
pay more for their hire the prices they get
more than compensates them.

People with Small Capital
Let us consider the position of the person

of small means derived from investment of
capital amounting to, say, $10,000, investedm debentures or other forms of securities of
the nature of promising to pay money. At
the lower level they receive an income of
(»t 4%) *400.oo per annum, on which they
can live in simple comfort, for they are buying
everything at the lower rate. Then "good
times" come and everything increases 50%
in price, including rent or board (whichever
happens to affect them). They are able to
remvest any capital that becomes released
at 2% higher rate, and (let us suppose they
derive an average of sK%) their income will
then be $550.00. But as money has lost one
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third of its buying power they are able to
buy with *sSo.oo at the higher level 8>^% less
than they could have bought for $400.00 at
the lower level; therefore their income has.
in effect, been reduced about 8yi%.

So-called "good times" are not welcome to
these people. They are not in a position to
change their investments into stocks or lands
accordmg to the varying conditions of mar-
kets, as these changes involve speculation of
which they cannot afford to take the risk
besides which people of this class are not
usually posted on the conditions which make
for higher or lower financial levels.

Fixed Incomes
People living on pensions or fixed salaries

are even worse off than a person living on the
revenue of a small capital. Every nominal
advance in the cost of living is a real advance
to them, for while they see prices and other
people's incomes advancing together, their
incomes rem.in stationary. Their loss cor-
responds in percentage exactly with the per-
centage of the nominal advance, and is the
most serious thing for them, watching as
they must their comforts and necessities dis-
appearing one by one until the tide turns.
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The Wealthy Man
The wealthy man it the next consideration

Let u. taice as an example a man who ii
worth ^1,000,000, who has his money invested
the same as the last investor mentioned, in
securities of the nature of promises to pay
money. At the lower level his income will be
•ay, $40,000, and he will spend $20,000 a
y*«r. At the higher level his income will be
*6o,ooo, and his expenses will rise to $30,000
which will place him in a better position to
the extent of $10,000 if only his interest ac-
count and expenditure are taken into con-
sidcration. And so far as his capital account
18 concerned that does not change, because it
18 in securities that are promises to pay speci-
fied sums of money, whose value does not go
up to any appreciable extent and does not
go down unless the securities are not good
Also provided that he does not wish to alter
the form of his investments. Had this man
however, had his million in properties and
stocks and had he sold them out at the higher
level he would have got $1,500,000 for them,
and had he then placed his money in securities
of the nature of promises to pay money and
had held to these until the lower level was
reached again, provided his securities wre
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well chosen and were lafe, he would have
been in a poiition to re-inveit and buy co%
more propertic. and .tock. than he originally

Savings Accounts
A person with savings in the bank is affected

"1 a way that is seldom suspected by the
average complacent depositor. If a person
has, say, $30,000 on deposit in a bank, pla cd
there at the low level of wages and values, and
keeps It there while values mount 50%. that
person ,n effect, loses one third of his capital
while his bank book will record the same

ufu'"u"i"' P'""'' '^"' " »»>e lower level.When he first deposited that money he could
have bought, say, six houses at $5,000 each
whereas at the higher level he could buy onlv^
four of these houses with the same money.
All the while he has rested content with the
Idea that he has his possessions in a safe
place and in a form that is not subject to
fluctuation in value, whereas, on an average
he IS losing every day much more than theDank IS paying him in interest.

On the other hand, a man who deposits
money at the higher level and leaves it Uiere
until the lower level is reached will increase
the value of his possessions, besides getting
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interett, and in this caie, alto, the figurei in

bank book repretenting the principal turn
thereon depoiit will remain unchanged. When
he depoiited hit money it could have bought
only four houtet, but when he withdraws it

he findi it tutficient to buy lix. It muti be
borne in mind that conditioni affect money in

exactly the tame way that theydo all tecuritiet

of the nature of promitet to pay money, luch
at mortgaget, bondt, debenturet, notei, etc.,

and that land or stocks of corporationi or
ttockt of commodities are affected together,
and in the opposite direction.

Enough has been said as to the effect of
price fluctuations on various members of che
social fabric, and it is a convenient point at
which to study the power of ur. to guide
these fluctuations and to study their interest
to see where it lies.

Unionism on Broad Scale
At present, trade unions are united only to

a verj' limited extent; the principal function
of the present unions being to influence legis-

lation and in case of extreme trouble between
members of one of the units and employers
to offer advice and mediation. These unions
must some day be united on a much broader
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Kale, if they are to derive the full benefit of
unioniim. There ii no more imponant woik
in the country than the regulation of the af-

fairs of the work people, and luch work it

worthy of the moit perfect organization. A
country should be divided into electoral dis-

tricts, and a membershould be elected for each
district and sit in the labor council. From the
members of this coum ii, committees could be
formed to fonnulate and recommend definite
plans for the regulation of wages, hours and
other conditions for all trades throughout
the country.

No doubt they would "nd it necessary to
modify wages and condu.ons according to
the locality, but the important thing is that
a harmonious arrangement be effected at
one time, affecting all branches of labor the
same as our budget relating to custom duties
is published and made law from its time of
reading. When the council decided upon a
new level of wages, the difficulty of all ad-
justing themselves to the new level would be
no greater than that necessitated by a new
customs tariff. At present, small unions are
operating independently, and as a matter of
strict fact, are waging war more against the
other unions than against their eiiipluycrs.
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When a itrike ii declared, the employere
generally defend their position, but if they
arc nominally defeated they raise their pricea
•nd transfer the burden of their defeat to the
shoulders of those who buy their products;
for the most part these are members of other
unions.

The general council of labor suggested
should study economics on a broad national
•cale; they should publish a text book on
economics and keep it revised up to date to
suit varying conditions. This would provide
a definite basis for all procedure and would
facilitate the formulation of plans of opera-
tion. A complete re'-ord of all statistics af-
fecting their interests should be compiled;
such to contain figures relating to prices of
commodities, labor, land values, rents, etc.
at home and abroad.

'

When the council gets down to work, the
most important thing to be considered would
not be the average scale of wages, but the
rate to be apportioned to each, so that proper
rates ivould be given according to the con-
ditions surrounding each operation.

It is of some importance how high or how
low the general scale is made, but this would
not appear to be as important as the proper
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rompawtivc scale accorded to each bwnch.
So far ai the general icale qf wagei is roncct'ied,
the unioni have no power to raite or lower, to
an appreciable extent, the economic position
of their members by merely securing for them
a nominally higher or lower wage. The change
so obtained is vcr)- slight, and we believe the
benefit lies in the opposite direction to that
from which it has usually been expected. If
the unions apply proportionate increases to
all branches at the same time it would almost
certainly at once remove the opposition of
employers and proprietors, that is, provided
the mcrcasc sought was in a country whose
products were protected from outside competU
tion to a point in keeping with the higher
scale of wages desired.

It must be emphasized that while employers
would welcome an all-round increase in wages
and the attending inflation in prices, they
would never be brought to the point of peace-
ful submission to increases of wages by fits
and starts, first in one trade and then in
another. On this plan, the point at which
each will strenuously object is when the in-
crease is to occur in his branch of trade, and
all will offer passive objection all the time;
for the reason that, if other trades are

I
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interrupted by strikes and lockouts, workmen's
wages cease and the market for their goods
is diminished.

Sudden or exaggerated adjustments in
prices up or down bring with them circum-
stances which are a loss in the economic fabric
and for which the great majority suffer. When
prices are adjusted upwards, speculators, who
earn nothing and live upon the economic
body of the nation, rig the prices of every-
thing, and especially of land, up to a point
that is out of proportion to the scale of wages.
This being entirely fictitious, adjustment to
a lower basis must follow; this impairs credit
and the ball starts rolling downwards, carry-
ing hardship to employer and employed. The
adjustment downwards has always been
brought about in this way, but it is not in-
conceivable that one day an adjustment
downwards may be effected by the labor
unions deciding on a lower scale. The effect
on credit would be the same and would have
the same results as though initiated by the
speculators' panic, and its effects would be in
proportion to the degree in which wages were
lowered. Hence the wisdom of aiming at
slight and gradual adjustments in either
direction.
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When one fully considers the effect on land
owners, capitalists, banks, employers and
farmers, and when one contemplates a nation-
wide organization of unionism, a veritable
parliament of labor, one commences to realize
the possibilities of an influence even greater
than any combination of capitalists that has
yet existed. Capital would have to organize
on just as broad a basis, and experience alone
could prove which would be the stronger in
case they did not recognize their community
of interest. It would be strange to hear of
capital's petition to labor not to lower wages,
not to impair credit, not to depreciate the
value of their lands and merchandise. This
would all be a new drama in the economic
world, and yet it would be logical, the only
logical outcome even though it must prove
the past illogical. It is quite possible and even
probable that, even under the proposed sys-
tem of adjustment, the labor leaders could
keep control of the less informed rank and
file members only by recognition of the higher
scale. Then their path would be perfectly
smooth, for they would meet with opposition
neither from their own members nor from those
of capital by working for the higher standard.
The two parties would then only be limited by
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conaiderations of tariflF and national indige-
nous resources in the market within which
they were to operate. These features, as do
all others, affect capital and labor equally.
Indeed, we believe that a thorough study of
economic problems can only lead to the con-

! elusion that there is no dividing line between
the interests of capital and labor; they are
inseparably bound up in each other; one is

really an inherent part of the other; if they
could agree on certain important premises
which we have attempted to make clear in
this discussion, there is no reason why they
should not hav», a working agreement, study-
ing their interests together and moving for-
ward as one mind in one body to conquer all

economic difficulties, and give to each member
the maximum comfort and enjoyment ob-
tainable by his investment of energy—mental
and physical.

This is not a mere dream, but something
that can be accomplished some day by the
logical consummation of practical economics.
The last century has accomplished a lot for
mankind in giving us easy transportation,
steam and electric power, telegraphy, tel-

ephony, Marconigraphy and many other
means for facilitating the production of man's
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necessities and bringing the different families
of the world, great and small, into closer in-
tercourse, and otherwise bestowing a thousand
benefits on the race.

We believe that, when the time is ripe, the
right men for the work will make their ap-
pearance who will effect the adjustment of
the social mechanism so that it will run more
smoothly and produce better results. Oiled
with sympathy and honesty, and braced with
a better unc.rstanding of practical economics
on a broad basis, it is believed that end can
be achieved within a comparatively short
time. Let us hope that the world's present
necessity for such men will bring them to the
iront.
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GOLD PRODUCTION AND PRICES

»J-»HERE can be no doubt that increased
gold production has a theoretical effect

on land and commodity prices, but as to
whether it has had an actual influence in
raising prices is very improbable, while the
possibility of its having influenced prices
to an appreciable extent can be positively
answered in the negative.

In order to lay our premises for the reason-
ing that follows we shall quote certain sta-
tistics.

From 1910 to 1913 the world's gold stock
has increased $5,250,000,000. During the
same period, wheat, corn, oats, cotton and
pork have increased an average of 62% in
price.

The combined wealth of Great Britain and
the United States is $210,000,000,000 and we
take it as a fair comparative estimate that
the combined wealth of all the gold standard
countries in the world is about $750,000,000,-
cxx). If gold production influences the price
of any commodity it must also influence all
commodities, lands and buildings, in a word,
all assets in the same proportion.
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This influence must spread equally in all
gold standard countries.

Therefore, all the assets (j57so,ooo,ooo,ooo)
ot all the gold countries must be influenced
as much as the commodities above mentioned,
which wc find to be 62%.

This would mean that i{462,ooo,ooo,ooo of
assets m 1900 had increased by ^288,000,000,-
000, to account for their value of ^750,000'-
000,000 in 1913. This leads to the statemcn't
that 35,250,000,000 of gold have created j5288,-
000,000,000 of assets, or that every dollar of
gold has created fifty-five dollars of assets—
rather a ridiculous proposition. It sounds
something like one of those get-rich-quick
schemes. If one accepts the figures forming
the premises of this argument, and they are
taken from the most reliable sources, it should
give the gold theory its absolute quietus.

The commerce of the world is carried on by
a system of adjustments of credits and debits,
and gold is employed but to a small extent in
these adjustments. While, in England, gold is
used m hand-to-hand payments, and to
a less extent on the continent, it is not in use
to any practical degree in America; indeed,
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there arc many thousands of people in America
who have never seen a gold coin.

C3old is used to effect international adjust-
ments, as well as those between financial in-
stitutions, but these adjustments arc infini-
tesimal in amount when compared to the
transactions taking place bftween the ad-
justments. The international commerce of
the world, stipulated in gold, is about $33 .

000,000,000 per annum, and the internal com-
merce IS considerably over *8oo,ooo,ooo,ooo.
feeing that the total supply of currency gold
•n the world is about ^7.000,000,000 it is
Clear that the metal does not follow all the
commercial transactions, nor could these pos-
sibly be based on gold, beyond the point of

'^^r'"^.
'"e'"«'y a standard of measure

and^ medium for adjusting periodical bal-
ances.

Accepting the conservative figures of $833 -

000,000,000 as representing the combined in-
ternal and international trade and commerce
of the worid, the gold currency of $7,000,000 -

000 bears to it the proportion of only i-iio
and if ,t be accepted that merchants and mani
ufacturers turn over their stocks four times
per annum on the average, it will be seen at
once how inadequate the gold supply would
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be, if it were necessary to have gold actually
behind every transaction.

The gold currency in reserve and in circu-
lation ,n the United States is $1,753,000,000,
whereas the savings in banks, trust companies
and loan companies amount to $10,430 000-
000. or six times as much as the gold currency,
yet al these savings are stipulated as beine
payable in gold, and the average person be-
lieves that dollar for dollar of his deposits
rests m gold in the bank ready for payment,
ihe fact IS that deposits are payable in "gold
measure" but not in actual gold. Some can
be paid m gold, but that part of the deposits
not secured by gold must be secured by some-
thing else, which can only be those things in
which the banks invest their funds, such as
bonds, shares, loans to customers, real estate
etc. The security for loans to customers con-
sists for the most part, directly or indirectly
in stocks of merchandise.

'

The combined wealth of Britain and the
United States alone is estimated at $210,000-
000,000, compared to which their stock of
currency gold is only iK%. If their wealth
were based on gold, the base and superstruc-
ture would present this appearance.
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a
Gold

Combined

Wealth

of U. S.

and Britain.

If the credit of the world were based on
gold, the architecture of it would be thus:

Annual

Trade and Commerce

of World.

Gold.

Rather a flimsy looking structure, and one
that would cause the upsetting of credit more
easily and more frequently than is actually
the case under existing circumstances, which
are that credit is based on land, buildings and
stores of commodities, among which is gold.
The function of gold is more as a standard

than as a medium. As the former it could
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never be taxed to its limit; and ai the latter
it it not threatened with having any iniup-
portable burden placed upon it, eipecially in
view of the annual production of nearly half
a billion of dollars and the general tendency
to circulate paper money, and to rely upon
book adjuitmenti or check* for the settle-

ment of debtt. Seeing that gold it only one
of the articles of value upon which credit is

based, and that its function is largely that of
a scale or measure, we take it that some other
source of influence is accountable for the rise

in value of lands, commodities and wages.
Our opinion is that wages are the influence,
and that they have influenced lands and com-
modities upwards and gold downwards. If

gold production were to be doubled and wages
cut only io%, prices would undoubtedly
move with wages and would decline.
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ANOTHER VIEW OF GOLD PRODUC-
TION AND PRICES

JT h«i, of Ute, been frequently stated that
practically all the economiiti are agreed

that the increaied production of gold it the
pri icipal caute of the increaied prtcei of com-
moditiea. If this be true, and if they are
wrong, it behooves anyone attempting to ataail
their argument* to look for lome very lubtle
point in the question; for subtle it must be
if they have passed it unnoticed. It seems to
the writer that the point at which they have
taken the wrong path is when euimating the
influence of gold upon a given transaction,
they have made a capital instead of a rental
or interest cha • for the gold employed. It
must be bornt i mind that gold is only em-
ployed in transacting the exchange of com-
modities. It has not gone out of existence
except for the fractional part lost in handling.
Therefore, all that should be charged against
a given transaction is the rental for the time
during which the gold is employed and the
value of the gold lost in handling. The an-
nual tr-ide of the world is 119 times greater
than all the currency gold. Estimating that
stocks of commodities, etc., are handled four
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timet per annum, that gold wean out i-aooth
part in one year and that the interest rate be
5% It would then be correct to charge againit
a traniaction amounting to JJioo.oo a> follow*:

Interest for three monthi at 5% on
4-1 >9 of f100.00 ^^20

Wear and tear, one fourth of i-aoo

of 4-1 19 of $100.00 g .2

^4 6a
On the baiii of these figures the gold standard
costs 4.62c. for every $100.00 of business, or
i-ai6s part, whereas the economists are
charging dollar for dollar against each trans-
action.

When one sells a house nominally for gold
he does not want the gold itself, but merely
uses it as a medium for measuring how much
raw material or other things he is to gei in
exchange for the house. After the percentage
of gold employed has done his business it
passes on to do a similar service for another,
and so on as long as the life of the coin lasts!
One requires a building to transact business

m, but one would not think of charging the
entire cost of the building against a single
transaction taking place in it. Yet this is what
tiie economists are doing in estimating the
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influence of gold. The influence of « build-
ing and the gold standard are quite alike in
their relation to the coat of doing butineaa.
They both add to the coat, but both are
merely rental or interest and wear-and-tear
charges.

The only way in which increased gold pio-
duction can influence prices is indirectly
through wages, by providing large liquid re-
serves and imparting thereby a greater secu-
rity to credit, thus facilitating the exchange
of commodities. This in turn assists the em-
ployers to meet the demands of labor for
higher wages. Wages arc the measuring scale
for the value of gold as well as commodities.
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INTE'"'*5T RATES
jNTiRKtT ratei ». , always higher under

a high monetary standard than under a
low one. Why? Because, the person charging
interest for the loan does not want gold
but that which gold will buy, and when, as
under the high standard, gold is less valuable
•nd commodities more valuable (the interest
being expressed in gold) the lender must have
more of it. For instance:

—

When wheat is soc. a bushel, a man lends
^i,ooo at iyi% per annum. That means he
gets f35.00 or 70 bushels of wheat.

When wheat is ^i.oo a bushel, he lends
*i,ooo at 7% per annum. That means he
gets ^70.00 or 70 bushels of wheat. The same
amount o' • -- i| obtained in both cases.
It will ' icand ,t the interest on 5i,ooo
will at !> ,;, b . pproximately the same
quantity ^ftxpr-jnu J .a weight or bulk) of a
given number ' ,. nmodities; at least this
applies to an> ..it of money that is open to
competition and not restricted by some special
cause or influence. The point of this is that
man can live on such commodities as wheat,
but cannot live on gold itself; that is why he
wants a certain quantity of commodities in
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'

return for the loan of his thousand dollars.
There are, of course, many different classes of
money, and these classes have to be sub-
divided again, according to the security of the
loan or otherwise. There are time deposits,
demand deposits, notes, mortgages, bonds, de-
bentures, call loans, etc.

Merely for the purpose of illustration we
shall state what, under average circumstances,
in our opinion is approximately the quantity
of one commodity a lender should expect to
receive as annual, interest for the loan of
^1,000. We shall select wheat for the purpose,
because of its stable position among com-
modities.

Demand deposits

Time deposits

Mortgages

Notes

Bonds (Industrial)

Debentures

o Bushels of wheat
so

" "

75

85
«

75
62 " "

Call loan money is in a class by itself, subject
to so many varying circumstances that may
have no relation to the general monetary
standard that it would be useless to apply the
same rule to it. It goes to extremes of low or
high rates for reasons quite different from those
that influence other classes of money.
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In describing the influence of high and low
prices on the other classes of money above
described we refer only to a general tendency
and only claim that the rates approximate
the bases described. Money lenders have no
such accurate barometer as we describe to
point the rates to charge; but the general in-

fluences at work have the tendency to ap-
proximate the proportion referred to between
money lent and commodities.
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PROTECTION AND WAGES
TN discussing the subject of protection we

shall take it for granted that labor

organizations are limited to the bounds of

individual countries, and that they have not
achieved an international basis. The objects

of labor unions being to dictate and regulate

the conditions under which their members
shall work, it seems obvious that their in-

terests are best served by coming into direct

and unrestricted competition only with those
who are limited by the same regulations as

themselves. These regulations go to fix the
monetary standard, and it is clear that in the
average run of instances the product of work-
men working under a high monetary standard
will be difficult of sale in countries where the
lower standard prevails; while the product
of workmen working under the low monetary
standard will be easy of sale in countries

where the higher standard obtains. In this

the advantage would be all for the country
working under the lower standard. For in-

stance, if an article produced in England,
where the lower standard prevails, for 4s. 2d.

(four shillings and twopence) or approxi-

mately ^i.oo, were to be sent to the United
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States, where the higher value prevails, and
if it were subjected, say, to 25% duty,
it would cost, laid down in America, about
$1.30, including carriage charges, and would
come into competition with the American-
made article, which would cost, perhaps,
$2.00. This would shut up the American
factory and throw American workmen out of
employment. But if the United States im-
poses a duty of 95% or 100%, then the com-
petition for trade in the American market is

fought out on approximately even terms,
with the result that American firms would
get the greater part of the trade, on account
of their proximity to their market, and the
English and the other foreign firms would
get a small share.

When articles are very heavy in proportion
to their money value the carriage charges are

in themselves a great protection, and the
necessity for tariff protection diminishes pro-
portionately; for instance, iron rails, under
ordinary conditions, would require no tariff

protection, even though the wage standard
were much higher in the one country than in

the other, provided the competitive country
were a long distance off, because the freight

charges would be so heavy that they would
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more than offset the difference in wages paid
to produce the rails in the one and the other
country. Coal and many other products would
be in the same category. Such articles as silk,

watches, etc., are at the other extreme; the
carriage charges on these are so light that
they afford no protection worth mentioning,
and therefore the government must impose a
duty sufficient to cover the difference in wage
standard in order that the manufacturers of
the high standard country may compete for
home business on equal terms with the lower
standard country.. Consider, for instance,
the position of the United States in a general
way. In that country, agricultural and min-
eral wealth abound; their tariff has given all

an opportunity to develop these resources
from the ground up to the highly finished
state of manufacture in all lines; these con-
ditions, and the persistency of labor organ-
izations, have led to a high standard of wages;
in turn, the high wages have led to high prices.
In some rases it might be noted that prices
have not risen in proportion to wages, com-
pared with those prevailing at an earlier
period. This is accounted for by improved
machinery, methods, or system in produc-
tion, and had these improvements existed in
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the earlier period with which the cotnparinon
was made, then the price and waKcs would
have increased pro|X)rtionatcly, providinf? the
raw material were produced in the same
country or under the same monetary con-
ditions. With this high standard of wages
and price established in the United States it

becomes an impossibility to lower her tariff
to a point not in keeping with the difference
in wage standard between that country and
competing countries. This was tried when
the Wilson Bill was introduced, with the re-
sult that industries were closed, soup kitchens
opened and bread lines extended.

The Underwood Tariff now before the
American Senate proposes even a lower rate
of duties than that of 1894. While one is im-
pressed with the high-minded motives actua-
ting the present administrat )n in trying to
relieve the common people c some of their
burden, we cannot but feel the impossibility
of the task without having the economic sup-
port of the masses. If they would agree to
adjust their wages to the new duties, the
tariff would be an ultimate success, although
in the process of adjustment there must be
countless hardships endured, through the
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wiping out of equities of borrowers and the
dislocation of business resulting therefrom.

It has often been said that what industrial

Europe had most to fear was that the United
States should become a free import country.
To become that and retain her present wage
standard would ruin her or, better said, it

would be impossible. If, however, her work-
men would take the same wages and work as
many hours as workmen in competing coun-
tries, they would have every chance of proving
themselves a dangerous competitor, for the
basic reason that Her soil and mines produce
all the raw material out of which her manu-
factures would be made. England is differ-

ently situated; she has coal, it is true, but has to
import largely in iron and most other min-
erals, also most of her agricultural necessities.

Since she is forced to buy her raw materials
and food-stuffs abroad it is clear that she
must sell her finished products abroad, other-
wise she would soon become bankrupt. Just
at this point it may be well to refer to a
matter which often draws out a wrong con-
clusion. Inasmuch as England's imports
always exceed her exports, and as England is

a wealthy country, it is argued by some that
this excess of imports must produce wealth.
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This ia clearly a caie of miitaking cauie for
effect. The English have established com-
merce and industry in every quarter of the
globe, and it is the interest earned on these
investments and on her mercantile marine
that makes it possible for her to import more
than she exports. It is only an evidence that
she has made herself a great creditor nation.

This represents daring and energy in the
past, for which present generations are reap-
ing the benefit. England might, with success,
impose a tariff on imports of manufactured
articles, and thus protect her own industries;
it would, however, be a disastrous move to
tax her food-stuifs and raw materials. Like-
wise it would be impossible for her workmen
to establish a high standard of wages, for such
import taxes and high wages would affect
prices of everything produced; thus it would
be impossible to sell the products abroad,
especially as they have to face import duties
in nearly every country. In order to compete,
successfully, their products have to be as
cheap as or even cheaper (after adding duty
and freight) than the same products are sold
for in the country in which trade is sought.
Free import of raw material and a low wage
scale are the only conditions that can accom-
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plith thii. (It must always be reserved that

there are lines manufactured or produced
under special conditions in a high standard
country which would not come under this

rule.)

English investors are placed in a very un-
comfortable position in regard to wages and
prices. Labor unions are fighting them on one
hand and foreign tariffs arc fighting them on
the other. The unions there can succeed
only to a certain degree, for there is a point
at which starvation must appear as the
remedy. When factories find that their prices

exclude them from foreign markets they are
compelled to seek the remedy in closing down
and in lock-outs; this brings about lower
wages, and it is by this alone that either

employers or employed can survive in a coun-
try so situated as England.

It is probable that the colonies will be asked
to take such matters into full account when
the subject of taxing England's food-stufls

comes under consideration. It is not probable
that a policy like' o stifle the mother coun-
try in order to beti feed the children will be
advocated. The children can best be cared
for by providing e- erything possible for the
mother's protection.
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The price and labor argumenu affecting

England do not apply to a aelf-contained
country, such at the United State*. It can
flourith on high or low wage itandardt to long
at it keept the tariff and wage scale in pro-
portion. It need not export or import and yet
could be a rich and prosperout country, for
the timple reaion that it could produce all
itt requirements from the ground up.
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SHORT SELLING

Short Sbllino an Enemy to Employer
AND Employed

D APiD and exaggerated fluctuations in valuet

and credits are inimical to the in-

terests of business and ail dependent thereon.

It is true that many reap a benefit while

prices are advancing, but the inevitable recoil

brings unsettlement and in many cases de-

struction.

Short selling is a stock market operation,

and consists in borrowing shares of stocks from
those who own them and selling them at as high

a price as possible, then buying them back at

as low a price as possible and returning them
to the person from whom they were originally

borrowed. This completes the transaction,

beyond the mere calculating one's profits or

losses, whichever the case may be. Short

selling, for the ordinary public, is a very

dangerous operation; it is speculation in its

worst form; but for those who are "inside"

and control the situation it is a very safe

operation; in fact, it cannot be considered

as a speculation at all. It is absolutely sure.

To consider this subject at its worst we must
lay the scene at New York. In that city great
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moneyed men form thcniielves into tpecu*
Utive cliquei, recognizing the principle that
in union there i» strength. They control the
bankg and tru»t companies in whose care are
deposited many hundred millions of dotlara
of the people's mone> . A very large function
and source of profit of these institutions is to
lend money "on call" against collateral se-
curities which the "public" buy on margin.
Money is often loaned at much lower rates
than the securities > ield in dividend, so as to
facilitate and encourage their purchase by the
public. Under these conditions the buyer finds
that, after he has paid interest on the loan,
charged his venture with interest on his mar-
gin and collected his dividend, he has a net
profit on the transaction, so far as interest
account is concerned, but is, perhaps, oblivi-
ous the while that his capital account is in
danger, and that the courteous and cheap ac-
commodation at the bai.k is merely a spider's
web in which the fly is entrapped a id, if not
devoured, it comes out minus a few limbs.

When it is found nat hundreds of millions
of securities have been bought from the clique
by the public, who have bought them on
margin and deposited ihe securities in the
banks against loans made on them, the cliques
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•re in the potition of b<:ing able to know what
•ecurities are pled(>c<i at the banks, and how
much U loaned upon them. They can evsn

get an inventory of the exact stocks—to much
Steel Common, so much N. Y. Central, etc.,

etc. When they have this information they

have only to borrow shares from their own
banks and offer them for sale in large blocks

to depress thr price. This forces the public to

margin up their stocks, or else sell them, and
in the majority of cases it means to sell. The
banks are ordere<^ to raise interest rates on
call loans and to demand larger margins, and
in these ways the public is forced to sell out,

until nearly all the collateral held by the bankf

is dislodged, and it again fall- into the hands

of the clique at prices far below those at

which they had previously sold it. By a

similar process they repeat the operation and
sell the shares back to the publ.c at higher

prices. It is a much more difficult side of

manipulation to get the public to buy the

shares, and often requires months and even

years of preparation in order to provide suf-

ficient inducement to buyers. However, once

the securities are sold and deposited as co!

lateral in the clique's banks it is the simplest

operation imaginable lo force the public lo sell
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the tham I n at much lower price*.

The . iney set of the public, namely
the li- ; otiton, .. t been loaned to another

•et of the public, namely the smaller marginal

buyers. In other words, the public supplies the

cow and her feed as well, and when the cow is

killed the feast is attended only by the cliques.

The public is coaxed to buy, but shackled

and heiiten into selling. The buying is a long

•int* iidious work to bring about; the selling

Ir HA a banquet with the menu all prepared.

v.'liquc short selling is the "sure thing"; so

much so tliat it amounts to theft. It is beating

a man with his hands and let s ued. The sooner

America by law, prohi''iii! iliou selling, the

.f lent market

•r. monetary

•St benefit

ommerce,

ii will at

sooner will she rid h-- ..i* '.

fluctuatioiiA and en'o- ni.>

conditions. This wi'l '. i'

to all engaged in >tK!u»u.

whether employer or em; i

least curb the speculators anu ihin their ranks.

The country will have fewer parasites feeding

upon her and reduce in a very marked degree

the business of her wholesale gambling house.

Short selling occurs also in Canada, but

there is not the slightest indication that the

methods above described are practiced in

that country.
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STOCK WATERING INJURIOUS TO IN-

TERESTS OF WORK PEOPLE
OTOCK watering derived its name from the
•^ practice of Daniel Drew, a noted Wall Street

manipulator, who was previously a dealer in

cattle; before taking his cattle to market he

fed them salt, in order to create great thirst.

He then gave them all the water they could

drink, in order to increase their weight. The
purchasers of his cattle found that they had
bought a lot of water at the price of beef.

In the financial world "watering" is the

sam*- dass of operation. A syndicate will buy
a pici-ierty for, say, $100,000. Against this

property they issue, say, ^550,000 bonds, or

frequently even as much as $100,000. This

gives them back part or all the money they
invested. If the bond issue is $50,000, they
issue preferred stock for the balance of the

value of the property, namely, $so,otX), and
over and above this they will issue say,

$100,000 of common stock. This is done
for two chief reasons, firstly—the promo-
ters are able to sell their certificates at a

price often far in advance of their present

worth, that being in most cases, so far as the
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common siock is concerned, nothing. Second-

ly—it is a means of "covering up" the earn-

ings, so as not to invite competition and, in

the case of public utilities, not to arouse a

public demand for lower rates or fares. It

can be seen at a glance that both these fea-

tures are inimical to the interests of the work-

ers. In the first place the existence of this

water necessitates the payment of dividend

or interest on $200,000, whereas it should only

be paid on $100,000. The difference comes

out of the workers, either in wages or prices.

In the case of public utilities, whether it be

gas or water works, street railways or rail-

roads, they are called upon to pay rates which

give the owners interest on the value of the

property and on an equal amount of "water",

or paper which has no assets behind it. The
baneful feature of the case is that the majority

of the public do not realize that when a com-

pany so capitalized pays 5% interest and

dividend, they are paying 10% on the actual

money invested. If they were aware that 10%
was being made there would be a more general

demand for reduction in rates, but, observing

in the stock lists that the company only pays

5%, they remain under the impression that

the company is charging them a fair rate.
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For the matter of commercial, industrial

and financial stability in which all workers

are interested, the existence of watered stocks

is a constant menace. It is these common
stocks, representing no real assets, that are

the chief toys of the manipulators. Their first

sale makes capitalists out of the promoters,

who, entranced at making money so easily,

devote themselves eagerly to the manipula-

tion of the stocks of which they alone possess

the inside knowledge. In this way the system

of stock watering simply creates a constant

supply of stock nianipulators. These stock

manipulations are not only a form of gambling

(for those on the outside) in themselves, but

they increase the gambling element in every

otherwise standard business or industry. We
do not refer to the fact of the men engaged in

commerce and industry being induced to

speculate in stocks, though incidentally it

may have that effect, but we refer to the in-

stability that stock fluctuations impart to

commerce and industry, making one's busi-

ness more of a venture than it would be if

it were only subject to more stable market

conditions. Insofar as stock watering con-

ceals the actual rate of interest earned in

any business or enterprise, it helps to
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remove it from the sphere in which it is sub-

ject to the law of supply and demand. It

is to some extent, and often to a very great

extent, not subject to open competition. We
maintain that when an industry is not sub-

ject to open competition the working class is

suffering an injustice at its hands. It is

claimed by promoters and their sympathizers

that they are entitled to the profits derived

from the sale of their watered shares. It may
be true that they are entitled to a handsome

profit, but they should be obliged to exercise

the same patience as other people in gathering

in their profit, and should derive it from the

actual operation of the business. It does not

make a business produce any more profit be-

cause the printing press is being employed to

stamp a lot of shares as being worth $100.00

each, when the only value the shares have is

what the printing press imparted to them.

When a person without financial experience

sees $100.00 printed on a share he naturally

believes that there are somewhere $100.00 of

assets to represent it. On this class of person

(and they constitute the great majority) this

operation is a fraud.

If no watered shares were issued, the same

legitimate profit could be made. The company
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capitalized at j(ioo,ooo of real assets would

pay 10% profits, instead of having $200,000

half real assets and half water, paying 5%.
In each case the profits are $10,000. If the

artful promoter had to wait to get his profits

in dividends, it would curb his activity con-

siderably—a very desirable result in the in-

terest of society at large.
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AMERICAN BANKING REFORM
rpHE great interest that is being taken in

•* changing the American banking system

is by no means confined to the American peo-

ple. The financial and commercial world has a

practical interest in seeing a system adequate

to the requirements established in that vast

market. That interest exists not only because

of the liquid nature of money, whose currents

encircle the globe, but because of the direct in-

terest that many nations have in preventing

the periodical disturbances of trade with that

market, due at least in great part to the weak-

ness of the American financial system. On
account of the intimate financial as well as

commercial relations existing with Canada

she is probably the most interested of all

foreign countries in having stable financial

conditions established in the United States.

Taking only the commercial side of the

question into account the different countries

are interested in the following proportions

:

Great Britain and Ireland 261

Germany 163

France "5
Cuba no
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Canada lOo
Brazil lOO

J«P«n 78
East Indies 7a
Italy 47
Belgium j7
China jj

Holland jj
Argentina 29
Switzerland 25
Russia 24
Egypt 21

Spain . . . .' iQ
Chile ig
Turkey 17
Austria 16

The three important improvements to their

financial system that Americans are seeking
are:

Liquid and concentrated reserves.

Elastic currency.

Freer flow of credit from place to place.

The government forces have practically de-
cided upon the regional bank associations,

which, it is thought, will remedy the present
difficulty in regard to inelastic and scattered
reserves.
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That ii probabl/ the most important item
of the three; but the other two features do
no^ promise the same satisfactory settlement,

while both are of tremendous moment.

With regard to currency it has seemed to

be the saddling of the currency with the bur-
den of American national credit that has led

to its great inelasticity. It is the opinion of

many financial experts that the time has
arrived to place the national credit on its own
bottom, and permit the banks to issue their

currency up to the amount of their paid-up
capital with some sort of guarantee by the

associated banks. Then, instead of the banks
having to mvesi their assets in 2% govern-
ment bonds in order to secure a like amount
of currency, they would be left free to invest

their assets in other good securities yielding

two or three times as much interest. This
would provide an incentive to issu' currency
that is lacking under the present system.

It is an extremely narrow view that the

banks should have to pay for the privilege of

issuing their currency, and operates more
against the public who demand this than
against the banks themselves. When one con-

siders that currency is only 8% of the credit
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extended by the b«nks, and when one con-

sider! how much the currency facilitates credit,

it is not difficult to see the advantage of a

free currency to those seeking credit.

After all, the banks are obtaining no great

special privilege in being allowed to issue cur-

rency without being taxed. The currency is

their own promise to pay and is based upon
theii own assets. Any man is at liberty to let

his own note in circulation, for which he may
charge 6% or 7% interest. When one makes

a draft on another it is setting his debtor's

note in circulation in a restricted sense. Some
merchants have 75% of their business carried

by such means—the banks carry only 8% of

theirs on their notes.

As regards the freer flow of credit from place

to place, we would point out that that can

never be accomplished through the medium
of a partnership in the transfers of credit.

The Central Reserve Association, which

aimed to accomplish this improvement by

making the banks partners in its operations,

would have failed miserably of its purpose in

this respect, for the simple reason that a bank's

share of profits from the partnership arising

out of any transfer made on the bank's ac-

count would be infinitesimal in comparison to
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the loit through having to make a loan through

a third party. The tendency would have been

as it ii now to keep the funds where the bank
18 and obtain the full profit from their em-
ployment.

Banks send part of their funds now to New
York and other central districts to keep them

in available form for their own protection,

but that has no incidental benefit to trade, as

would be the case if the funds were sent East,

West, North or South, wherever they were

most wanted.

The central bank and the branch bank

systems are held in great disfavor in the Uni-

ted States. Both seem fraught with possi-

bilities inimical to the public interest; and we
do not question the people's judgment in

thinking so.

But if a system can be devised, preserving

the competitive and democratic -iitu's, and

yet affording the benefits of rhe hriiich oank

system, surely it would be woriii Considering.

It seems to us that these results rouK: be a

-

complished by dividing the coui!f"^ wk< -j

number of "banking districts" described

either by States or by longitudinal and lati-

tudinal lines, and establishing a limited br?! >:)i
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bank •yitem, rettricted to each inititution

having only one branch in each district.

A system providing for only two districts,

and each institution being allowed only one

office in each district, would afford very much

more elasticity than at present; while if i ven

46 branches (one for each State) were per-

mitted, there would not be even an approach

to a condition of monopoly, which is said to be

the undesirable feature of the ordinary branch

system which it is sought to avoid.

Assuming there Were as now 7,200 national

bank offices in the United States, and assum-

ing that they, through the process of amalga-

mation, all adopted the branch system, and

that each had one branch in each district, the

banking system would be composed as fol-

lows :-

2 districts would nftcessitate 3,600 banks,

each with 2 offices.

20 districts would necessitate 360 banks,

each with 20 offices.

46 districts would necessitate 148 banks,

each with 46 offices.

If the country were divided into districts

of 5 degrees of longitude and 5 degrees of

latitude it would produce about 43 districts,
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or very nearly the same at making each

State a district.

Thit diitrict plan would have the effect of

directly joining the reaource* of each diatrict

with all other districts, through numerous

independent channels. Money would flow

more readily to the places here it was want

ed, for the reason that it would he carried

there without the introduction jf another

financial medium. The bank sending the fu> is

would reap the full profit of their employment

through their own office at the place of des-

tination: hence a great incentive to send the

funds where they would be most needed.

In the ordinary branch sybtem, as for in-

stance in Caitada, some banks oncentrate all

their branches in certain provinces or districts,

whereas the proposed system necessitates a

bank of any importance extending itself so as

to join each district with all the others, thus

providing the maximum of elasticity.

This system would result in accommodation

to the public in more ways than one. There

are many places not sufficiently important to

warrant the establishment of a fully equipped

bank, with president and directors, etc.;

whereas they have certain banking require-

ments for which a small branch wi. id suffice.
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Any independent bank, established solely to

administer to the wanti of such unimportant
places, must necessarily be of a weak financial

if not weak ofiicul structure. The proposed
limited branch system would war'-"!! the

fixing of a higher minimum capit. there

is no doubt that would be a > -ratum.

There can be no doubt that a gOv. iianking

system tends to lower the actual cost of living.




